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The characteristic

Its opposite

1- Istilaa(Tafkheem)

2- Istifal( Tarqeeq)

3- Hams

4- Jahr

5- Shiddah

6- The In-Between & Rakhawa

7- Itbak

8- Infitah



In previous classes we talked about dividing the
letters according to:






The continuation and the stoppage of breath
Hams Vs Jahr ( ) ﺣﺜﻪ ﺷﺨﺺ ﻓﺴﻜﺖ
The continuation and the stoppage of the sound
Shidda Vs Rakhawa and In Between (  ﻟﻦ ﻋﻤﺮ، ) ﺃﺟﺪ ﻗﻂ ﺑﻜﺖ
upon pronunciation of a letter .

Today we will talk (In Shaa Allah) about dividing the
letter according to the Isti'ala/Tafkheem (elevation)
and Istifal/Tarqeeq (lowering)

Definition: The elevation of the back
of the tongue to the back roof of the
mouth upon pronunciation of the
letter, no matter what harakaat.
 During pronunciation, the back of the
tongue is raised towards the upper
palate. This will produce a thick, round
sound. We call it (Tafkheem) as well.








The letters of Isti'ala/
Isti'ala/Tafkheem are known
as thick letters and are thus pronounced
with a full mouth.
The quality of Isti'ala/Tafkheem is found in
the following seven letters which are
( ﻅ،  ﻕ،  ﻁ،  ﻍ،  ﺽ،  ﺹ، ) ﺥ
It has been combined in three words to
make it easy to memorized. ( ) ﺧﺺ ﺿﻐﻂ ﻗﻆ





The thickness of the letters of Isti'ala/Tafkheem vary
depending on the Haraka on the letter.
There are five levels of Tafkheem, starting with the
heaviest:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The letter has a fatha on it and followed by a long Alif
( e.g.. ) ﹶﻗﺎﻝ.
The letter has a fatha on it and is not followed by a long
Alif ( e.g.. ﺪ ) ﹶﻗ
The letter has a dammah on it ( e.g. ﻳ ﹸﻘﻮﻝ )
The letter has a sukoon on it ( e.g. ) ﻳ ﹾﻘﻄﻌﻮﻥ.
The letter has a kasra underneath it ( e.g. ﻗﻴﻞ ). This
one has the minimum amount of Tafkheem. It still not
Tarqeeq though.



Definition: the lowering or
depressing of the back of the
tongue away from the roof of
the mouth upon
pronunciation of the letter.







During pronunciation the tongue is not raised
but kept downward in its normal position. This
downward position will cause a flat sound
These are also known as empty-mouth or thin
letters (Tarqeeq) and are thus pronounced with
an empty mouth
The quality of Istifaal/Taeqeeq is found in
almost all the remaining letters of the alphabet.
They are:
(  ﻱ، ﻭ، ﻫـ، ﻥ، ﻡ، ﻝ، ﻙ، ﻑ، ﻉ، ﺵ، ﺱ، ﺯ، ﺩ، ﺡ، ﺝ، ﺙ، ﺕ،ﺏ،) ﺃ









When mentioning the letters of Tarqeeq you may
have noticed that the (Raa) was not among them .
That because in some circumstances it may be
Tafkheem.
That is applicable not only to (Raa) but in (Alef)
(  ) ﺍﻷﻟﻒand lam in the word of ( ) ﺍﷲ.
Those letters sometimes have Tarqeeq and
sometimes have Tafkheem.





The ruling for Alif in Tafkhem/Tarqeeq is that it
follows what preceded it. So if the letter before it was
Tafkheem then Alif will be Tafkheem and verse versa.
Examples
 Tafkheem al Alif:
 ﻃﺎﺋﺮﻛﻢ، ﺍﳋﺎﺳﺮﻳﻦ،  ﺍﻟﻀﺎﻟﲔ، ﺍﻟﺼﺮﺍﻁ، ﻗﺎﻝ
 Alif in the above words came after Tafkheem
letters, hence we make it Tafkheem. In the
following set of words it comes after Tarqeeq
letters, so we make it Tarqeeq.
 Tarqeeq al Alif:
 ﺗﺼﻠﻰ ﻧﺎﺭﹰﺍ ﺣﺎﻣﻴﺔ،  ﻧﺎﺻﺒﺔ،  ﺍﻟﻨﻬﺎﺭ،  ﻧﺎﻇﺮﺓ،  ﻣﺎﻟﻚ، ﺍﻟﺮﲪﻦ

Lam in the word of (  ) اhas Tafkheem
if the last letter in the word before it
has fatha or dammah on it.
 It has Tarqeeq if the last letter in the
word before it has a kasrah
underneath it.
 Note: The word of (  ) ﺍﻟﻠﱠﻬﻢhas the same
ruling.


 ):ﺍﷲ ( Examples on Tafkheem lam
ﻮ ﺍﷲ( ﻭ )ﺳﻴﺆﺗﻴﻨﺎ ﺍﷲ(  Fatha :
)ﻋ ﹶﻠﻰ ﺍﷲ( ﻭ )ﻗﺎ ﹶﻝ ﺍﷲ( ﻭ )ﻗﻞ ﻫ 
 Dammah:
)ﻧﺼ ﺮ ﺍﷲ( ﻭ )ﻋﺒ ﺪ ﺍﷲ( ﻭ )ﻭﺇﺫ ﻗﺎﻟﹸﻮﺍ ﺍﻟﻠﱠﻬﻢ( ﻭ)ﺍﺫﻛﺮﻭﺍ ﺍﷲ(
 ):ﺍﷲ ( Examples on Tarqeeq lam
ﻢ ﺍﷲ( ﻭ ) ﹺﺑﺎﷲ( ﻭ)ﻳﻨﺠﻰ ﺍﷲ( ﻭ)ﻗﻮﻣﹰﺎ ﺍﷲ(  Kasrah only:
ﻭ ) ﻳﻌﻠ ﹺ
ﻭ )ﺑﺴ ﹺﻢ ﺍﷲ ( ﻭ )ﺃ ﻓﻲ ﺍﷲ ﺷﻚ ( ﻭ)ﻗ ﹺﻞ ﺍﷲ ( .

Note:
) ﻭﺇﺫ ﻗﺎ ﹸﻝ ﺍﻟﻠﱠﻬﻢ (  ) is pronounced asﻭﺇﺫ ﻗﺎﻟﹸﻮﺍ ﺍﻟﻠﱠﻬﻢ (
) ﻗﻮﻣ ﹺﻦ ﺍﷲ (  ) is pronounced asﻗﻮﻣﹰﺎ ﺍﷲ (
ﷲ ﺷﻚ (
ﷲ ﺷﻚ (  ) is pronounced asﺃ ﻓﻲ ﺍ ِ
ﻑﺍ ِ
)ﺃ 















The raa sometimes is Tafkheem and other
times is Tarqeeq
Some cases in which the raa is Tafkheem
If it has a fatha such as ( ﺭﻣﻀﺎﻥ )

If it has a dammah such as ( ﺮﻭﺍ ) ﻛﻔ

If it has sukoon preceded by fatha ( ﺮﱘ ﻣ )
or fammah ( ﺮﺁﻥ ) ﹸﻗ
Some cases in which the raa is Tarqeeq

If it has a kasrah such as ( ) ﻛ ﹺﺮﱘ ( ﻭ ) ﹺﺭﻳﺢ






All other cases will not be explained as this
intended to be introductory course.

